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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. (a) What is digital modulation ? Explain the

different ways to perform digital

modulation. 15
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8. (a) Explain the working of a digital radio

with a block diagram. 10

(b) Draw the constellation diagrams for an

ASK, BPSK and QPSK signals. 5

(c) Determine :

(i) The peak frequency deviation

(ii) Minimum bandwidth

(iii) Baud

for a binary FSK signal with a mark

frequency of 49 kHz, a space frequency

of 51 kHz and an input bit rate of 2

kbps. 5
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(b) What is bit error rate ? A million bits

were transmitted and 243 bits were found

to be errors at the receiver. Calculate the

bit error rate. 5

2. (a) Define the following : 2×5=10

(i) Multiplexing

(ii) Line encoding

(iii) Codecs

(iv) Combo Chips

(v) Frequency division multiplexing.

(b) What are T-carriers ? 5

(c) Describe the format of the AT and T’s

FDM hierarchy. 5

3. (a) Compare and contrast the RS – 232,

RS – 449 and RS – 530 serial interfaces.

10

(b) Describe data communication modems

and explain the block diagram of a

modem. 10
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4. (a) Describe the following data

communication codes : Baudot, ASCII,

EBCDIC. 10

(b) Describe the CCIT × 21 protocol. 10

5. (a) Briefly describe the seven layers of the

OSI protocol hierarchy. 10

(b) Describe synchronous data-link protocols.

10

6. Write short notes on the following : 5×4=20

(a) Public data network

(b) ISDN

(c) Ethernet

(d) Local area networks.

7. (a) Write short notes on the following :

(i) World Wide Web

(ii) Domain Name Service. 5×2=10

(b) Differentiate between intranet and

extranet. 5

(c) How is the security of information

maintained on the internet ? 5
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